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ALL BASES COVERED

Private insurance companies have emerged
leaner, fitter and more profitable from the 2008
meltdown, but challenges remain
• By ANAND ADHIKARI
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mitahh Chaudhry was faintly amused. It
was early 2010 and a consultancy firm
had got in touch asking if he would con
sider taking over as CEO and Managing
Director ofHDFC Life. The 50-year-old. a
graduate of Birla Institute of Technology
and Science. Pilani, and an MBA from the
Indian Institute of Management.
Ahmedabad. had headed Infosys's Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) arm and been in banking earlier,
but had never worked in insurance in his life. He won
dered why on earth HDFC Life - a joint venture be
tween HDFC Ltd and the UK-based Standard Life
Insurance - was interested in him when he knew al
most nothing about the sector.
But it was too good an oiler to refuse. "The first
question the board of directors asked me was how long
it would take me to make the company one of the
country's top three private insurers," he says. "1 re
plied it would be at least three to four years." HDFC Life
was then the fifth-largest in terms of premium collec
tion. Chaudhry has delivered on his promise - HDFC
Life is now the second-largest in terms of total pre
mium after ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Company,
according to March 2014 data. Sticking firmly to the
'revenue is vanity, profit is sanity' dictum, he has re
duced the number of HDFC Life branches from 59 5 in
2008/09 to 429 in 201 5/14. the number of employ
ees from 14.506 to 1 5.900 and the number of finan
cial consultants - read insurance agents - from over
200.000 to around 75.000 in the same period. But at
the same time, the company which recorded a loss of
^24 3 in 2007/08 and indeed had been losing money
since it was set up in 2000 - showed profits oR271
crore in 201 1/1.2, ^451 crore and \72 5 erore in the
two subsequent years.
Chaudhry was not the only outsider inducted
into the industry around that time. So too was
Jayant Dua. CEO and MD of Birla Sun Life
Insurance till October 201 3 - he came from the
insulator manufacturing business, taking over
in July 2010. Indeed, private life insurance
saw a great churn at the top around this
time. Shikha Sharma quit as CEO and MD
of ICICI Prudential Life Insurance to take
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FLATTENING OUT
After a spell of rapid growth,
premium income has been
falling for the last three years
Figures are total premium of private sector
life insurance companies in ? crore
Source: IRDA
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"SOMETIMES THE RAPIDITY OF THE REGULATORY CHANGE IS SO HIGH IT
DOESN'T GIVE TIME TO INSURERS TO REACT AND MANAGE THE CHANGE"
Amitabh Chaudhry/CEO SMD/HDFC Life
over at Axis Bank; her successor V. Vaidyanathun also
left soon after to explore an entrepreneurial venture.
Sandeep Bakhshi, a one-time banker who built the
general insurance business for ICICI, then took charge.
Reliance Life Insurance. Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance.
Max Life Insurance and others all saw their top execu
tive change.
The new managers have delivered on profits, but
premium income has flattened out and in fact declined in
the last three years (see Flatteiwui Out). Overall, private
life insurance, companies - which began only in 2000
after the government allowed limited foreign investment
in the sector have been able to acquire 55 per cent of
the business at the cost of Life Insurance Corporation of
India, the public sector behemoth which enjoyed a mo
nopoly till the turn of the last century. But how sustain
able are these profits?

Emphasis on Quality
Most private life insurers maintain the quality of the
business they are underwriting now is significantly
better than it was up to 2008/09 when premium in
come seemed to be growing exponentially. It is prima
rily because unit-linked insurance plans (I I ll's) are no
longer in vogue and traditional term insurance plans
have made a comeback. Even up to 2010. ITU's com
prised 8 5 per cent of the market: they are now down to
28 percent (see Dramatic Shift). "Traditional plans tend
to have more persistency than IJLIl's." says Anuj
Agarwal. Clio and Ml), Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance.
mil's, which are stock market-linked, are essentially
investment products with insurance thrown in. Not
surprisingly, their surrender rate - once the lock-in had
been exhausted - was high. (Traditional term plans are
those which oiler insurance alone, with benefits - sum

assured and bonus - that are fixed and clearly spelt out
from the start.) They declined once the insurance regula
tor. the Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority (IRDA) imposed stringent conditions on their

BIG GAINS
Premium income may be falling, but profits are high, thanks to the post 2008 low-cost structure
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sale - increasing 1he min
imum lock-in period
from three to five years,
curbing agent commis
sions as well as the
charges that could be
imposed if policies were
surrendered before the
lock-in period ended, and
insisting the sum assured
should be at least 10 times the
annual premium.
Their commissions shaved off. agents no longer
push IJUPs as aggressively as before. Insurance compa
nies too have had to rethink their strategies with IRDA
strongly discouraging them from using penalties for
premature discontinuance of policies as a significant
revenue stream. "The new regulations have squeezed

DRAMATIC SHIFT
Regulatory changes have made unit-linked
insurance plans much less popular than before
"Figures in per cent. 2014 data is for nine months; Source: Industry

margins a bit." says
Rajesh Sud. CEO and
MD of Max Life
I n s u r a n c e
Company. "The
profitability of the
industry is going
to be different
from what it was
in the past. The
challenge is how do
you grow your busi
ness. how do you pene
trate more and increase
customer conversation without
increasing cost and remaining within the parameters of
the permitted product design."
IRDA wants private life insurers to draw their profits
in other ways - from the size of assets under manage
ment. sale of products, persistency of policies, etc. "The
intent of the regulator is clear." says Bakhshi of 1CICI
Prudential. "Profits should be sustainable over the long
term and beneficial both to the company and to society
at large." He believes this will be a boon in the long run.
"The consolidation phase has made both products and
processes of private life insurers stronger," he adds.
"Growth in the next couple of years will be much more
sustainable."

Will ULIPs Return?
Some believe the boom in the stock market following the
coming of the new government could revive ULIPs once
more. If an investor has to choose between investing in
IJLlPs or mutual funds, he has every'reason to opt for the
former- lower charges, lax incentives with lifeinsurance
thrown in. "The cost structure of a ITJP product is very
low." says Agarwal ol'Bajaj Allianz. "If you compare a
UI,IP product with a mutual fund scheme, the former

"THE NEW REGULATIONS HAVE SQUEEZED MARGINS A BIT
ROFI fABILITY
OF THE INDUSTRY IS GOING TO BE DIFFERENT FROM WHAT IT WAS IN THE PAST"
Rajesh Sud/CEO S MD/Max Life

